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REMEMBER PARKING DECALS. Faculty and

LABOR DAY IS HOLIDAY. Monday, Sepl 3, is

HOLIDAY AFFECTS PAYDAY. Because of the

Labor Day, a holiday for all Uni\·ersity employees.
Classes will not be held on that day.
Only thos.: University activities deemed absolutely
essential by area super"isors will continue that day.

Labor Day holida)' which will be observed on Monday,
Sept. 3, classified and student pa)·checks issued on
Friday, Sepl 7, will not be available until 11 am. that
day. There will be no early pick-ups.

staff are reminded that all parking decals currently in
use ha\·e expired. New decals must be in place to a\'oid
a parking ticket
Decals are available in the Office of Parking and
Traffic.
A fee waiver signed by a budget administrator and a
completed motor \'Chicle registration form must be
presented when obtaining a decal.
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New, acting chairs head several areas

•

Don't be left out
Brian McClure, who last year became the first sophomore quarterback in
NCAA history to throw for more than 3,000 yards in a season, will be among
the Falcons to watch this year when the football season opens Sept. 8.
·
- McClure and 36 other returning lettermen will be zeroing in on a MAC
Championship when the University of Richmond comes to Doyt L Perry Field
for the opening game. Other contests to be played on the home turf include
Eastern Michigan on Sept. 29; Western Michigan on Oct. 13 (Homecoming);
Northern Illinois (defending MAC and California Bowl champions) on Oct. 20
(Preview Day), and Ohio University on Nov. 10 (Parents Day). All home games
will begin this year at 1 p.m. Faculty and statf can be a part of Bowling
Green's winning athletic tradition by purchasing season football tickets at a
cost of $35 per person for chair seats and $22.50 per person for reserved
bench seats. The bench seat season ticket rate is a savings of $7.50 over the
$6 per-game price. Ticket order forms have been mailed to all faculty and staff
and also are available at the Memorial Hall ticket office. Tickets may be
charged to a University account, VISA or MasterCard.

Staff win football tickets
in personnel office drawing
Twenty-five classified employees
have won a pair of tickets to an
upcoming home football game.
The staff were winners in a drawing
held last week in the Office of
Personnel Support Services. Alice
Hagemeyer, a representative of the
Classified Staff Advisory Committee,
drew the winning names from among
1, 150 full-time and permanent parttime classified staff.
Winners in the personnel office
drawing are as follows:
Mildred Broka, Petra Castro, Tina
Amos, Betty Firsdon and Doris Rahe,
Sept. 8, BG vs. Richmond;
Jean Geist, Diana Mallory, Lela
Gallagher, Dorla Ann Ruehl and

Two departments in the College of Arts
and Sciences have new chairs as the
1984-85 academic year begins.
Ann-Marie Lancaster has been
appointed chair of the computer science
department, and Charles Kahle has been
named 'chair of the geology department.
Several departments will have acting
chairs this year. In the College of Arts and
Sciences Robert Conner temporarily heads
the psychology department in the absence
of Donald DeRosa, who is on leave. Park
Leathers is acting chair of the accounting
and management information systems
department in the College of Business
Administration.
In the College of Musical Arts Donald
Wilson continues as acting chair of music
composition and history through the fall
semester while L JaFran Jones is on
leave.
The applied microbiology program in
the College of Health and Community
Services has as its acting director Morgan
Brent. biological sciences. Robert Harr
is acting director of the medical
technology program.
In the School of Technology Charles
Spontelli is chairing the visual
communication/industrial
education/design/industrial training
departments and Rod Colgan is chair of
the manufacturing/electronics/construction
departments. Barry 0 iersot has been
named coordinator of cooperative
education in the school. He is succeeded
in his former post as assistant director by
John Sinn, a new faculty member.

Employment
Opportunities
CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
• Indicates that an internal candidate
from the department is bidding and being
considered for the position.
NEW VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m. Tuesday,
September 4, 1984
9-4-1

Clerk 2
Pay Range 3
Registration and Records

9-4-2

Equipment Operator 1
Pay Ranges
Ice Arena

9-4-3

Library Media Technical
Assistant 2
Pay Range 26
Music Library
Permanent part-time

William Simons, Sept. 29, BG vs.
Eastern Michigan;
James West, Tina Pogan, Violet
Lorenzen, Charles Buehning and Lois
Sllvleus, Oct. 13, BG vs. Western
Michigan;
Annette Stencil, Doris Meeker,
Nancy Heyman, Debra Weirauch and
Bradley Woessner, Oct. 20, BG vs.
Northern Illinois;
Christine Woods, Walter
Montenegro, Jeffery Boyce, Leona
Converse and Lisa Haubert, Nov. 10,
BG vs. Ohio University.
Winners may pick up their tickets
in the personnel office in the
basement of Shatzel Hall.

Programmer Analyst 3
Pay Range 31
Computer Services
9-4-5

Typist 2
Pay Range 4
Special Education
Nine-month, part-time, grant·
funded position

9-4-7

Typist 2
Pay Range 4
Mathematics and Statistics

CONTINUING VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m. Monday,
August 27, 1984
8-27·1

The following administrative staff positions are available:
Athletics: Head coach, men's and women's swimming and diving. Contact chair,
Search and Screening Committee (2·2401). Deadline: Aug. 31, 1984
Biological Sciences: Laboratory technician. Contact Morgan Brent (2·2731). Deadline:
8-27-2
Aug.27,1984
Health Celder: Dlrectorlphyslcian. Contact Susan Caldwell (2·2558). Deadline
(extended): Aug. 31, 1984
Ice Anna: Ice skating coordinator (acting). Contact Greg Jordan (2-2264). Deadline:
Aug.27, 1984
8-27-3
.........- 5'
S.wlces: Coordinator, hospitality and food service tnan'Clement .
training program. Contact Susan C&ldwell (2-2558). Deadline: Aug. 29, 1984

"Dft

·Secretary 1
Pay Range 26
Student Development Program

9-4~

faculty /Staff Positions
The following faculty positions are available:
Arelands: Dean. Contact Norma Stickler, secretary. Dean Search Committee (2·2915).
Deadline: Oct. 15, 1984
Mathematics and Statistics: Assistant professor. Contact Vijay Rohatgi (2-2636).
Deadline (extended): Jan. 21, 1985
Medical Record Administration: Instructor/assistant professor. Contact Clyde Willis
(2-0242). Deadline: Nov. 15, 1984
University Writing Center: Instructional assistant, part-time (four positions). Contact
Vernice P. Gain (2-2221). Deadline: Aug. 29, 1984

Chairs and directors in several areas
are yet to be named. Those areas include
the political science department in the
College of Arts and Sciences and the
applied microbiology, art therapy and
environmental health programs, all in the
College of Health and Community
Services.
.
All other chairs and directors remain as
follows:
·
Arts and Sciences: Maurice Sevigny,
director, Schoel of Art; Reginald Noble,
biological sciences; Douglas Neckers,
chemistry; Lester Barber, English; Robert
Perry, ethnic studies; Joseph Buford,
geography; Joseph Gray. German and
Russian; Edmund Danziger, history; Vijay
Rohatgi. mathematics and statistics;
Thomas Attig, philosophy; Robert
Boughton, physics and astronomy
(reappointed); Ray Browne, popular
culture; Diane Pretzer. romance
languages; Elmer Spreitzer, sociology;
Allen White, director, School of Speech
Communication.
Business Administration: James
Sullivan, applied statistics and operations
research; Mearl Guthrie, business
education; Bevars Mabry, economics; Raj
Padmaraj, finance and insurance; John
Huffman, director, School of Journalism;
Lynn Ward, legal studies; Chan Hahn,
management; Stephen Goodwin,
marketing; Carl Chaboudy, military
science; Clarence Landon, aerospace
studies.
Education: Leslie Chamberlin,
educational administration and
supervision (reappointed); Gerald
Saddlemire, college student personnel;
Verlin Lee, educational curriculum and
instruction; Robert Reed, educational
foundations and inquiry; Betty van der
Smissen, director, School of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation; Elsa
McMullen, home economics; Edward
Fiscus, special education.
Music:il Arts: P. Thomas Tallarico,
music education; David Rogers,
performance studies.
Health and Community Services
(program directors): Sara Derrick, child
and family services; Gerald Rigby, criminal
justice; Millicent de Oliveira, dietetics;
John Hiltner, gerontology; Ellen Wachs,
medical record administration; C. Lee
Rockett, parasitology and medical
entomology; Robert MacGuffie,
rehabilitation counseling; Evan Bertsche,
social work; Melvin Hyman, speech
pathology and audiology; Grace
Chickaclonz, director, and Barbara Keeley,
coordinator, nursing; Robert Livengood,
director, and Lee Meserve, coordinator,
physical therapy.

Library Asslstpnt
Pay Range 4
Library/Circulation
Permanent part-time
Library Assistant
Pay Range 4
Science Library
Permanent part-time

Typist 2.
Pay Range4
.
Contlnulng Educ;atlon

Willie (Bud) Edwards, a
plumber in the plant operations
and maintenance area, has
retired, effective Aug. 1, after 16
years at the University. He
joined the staff as a building
maintenance worker on Jan. 8,
1968. Edwards resides In Wayne.

.- .

... -·
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Olscamp: Foundation has been built
for promising academic future

'
'

l

The emphasis will be on academics
at the University during the 1984-85
academic year.
President Olscamp told
approximately 1,000 faculty and
administrative staff during the annual
opening day session Monday, Aug.
27, that the University is in "good
condition" as it begins the year
because it has laid a firm foundation
for its future. That future, he said,
should lead Bowling Green into the
ranks of nationally competitive state
institutions.
"The last two years at our
University have been full of changes
- some of them quite radical," Dr.
Olscamp said. "Those changes have
involved literally hundreds of faculty,
students and staff. ..Their work has
built a foundation which will in some
respects permanently alter the course
of the University.
"The new Role and Mission
Statement, now officially adopted by
the Board of Trustees, combined with
changes the previous year in the
Charter and the institution of
completely new planning and
budgeting systems, together with the
administrative management by
objective system exemplified in my
annual-report each year, form the
building blocks we need for the
future. Cumulatively, they give the
faculty increased control over the
curriculum: they make the budget
proposed to the trustees each year,
including the capital budget, a
product of both faculty and
administration, with participating
student input; they give the faculty
co-authority with the president in the
interpretation of the Charter; they
provide a clear and specific set of
goals for the University for the next
decade, and they translate the efforts
to achieve those goals into specific
responsibilities for specific
administrators each and every year."
He added, "None of these efforts
was accidental; all are part of a
coordinated plan to achieve the vision
of Bowling Green as a nationally
important university."
To ensure ranking among those
prominent institutions, the University
will continue its commitment to
enhance the library collection and
computing facilities. In the past two
years the library collection has been
"vastly improved," the president said,
and computing capacity for faculty
research has tripled. Computing
laboratories also have been installed
in each of the University's residence
halls, and more labs will be added
this year he said, noting that within
the next three years all students who
graduate from Bowling Green will
have received some computer
training.
Reflecting further on past
accomplishments he said, "Operating
budgets have been gradually
improved and equipment funding has
been enhanced more than at any time
in the past decade. Standards for
fac-ulty performance have been
ca~fully reviewed and published, and
continuing efforts to reward superior
efforts are being made. We were
approved for membership in the
National Association of State
Universities and Land Grant Colleges.
.• and the best capital budget the

University has had in the past 20
years was passed by the state
legislature."
Efforts to increase private fundraising and make more efficient use
of other available dollars also will be
intensified, Dr. Olscamp said, noting,
"We all know that the consequences
of implementing the new Role and
Mission statement include, among
other things, the necessity to raise
more money for the support of both
undergraduate and graduate
programs and students."
Considerable funds have been
obtained in the past two years from
the private sector, he said. The
endowment has been increased from
$1.214 million on July 1, 1982, to
$1.949 million today, a 62 percent
increase, and additional alumni
chapters are being added which
"sooner or later, we expect will raise
scholarships for our students."
Looking to the future, Dr. Olscamp
said "the emphasis throughout the
year, internally, will be on academic
affairs. We will seek to complete the
implementation of Phase I of the
Articulation Plan and to complete
planning for the implementation of
Phase II.
"I will ask appropriate deans and
departments to complete specific
recommendations, including
budgetary needs, to strengthen our
existing doctoral programs so that
they are all competitive with the best
in Ohio and elsewhere. Deans have
already been asked to develop with
chairs detailed plans and timetables
for implementing the Role and
Mission Statement, and the Graduate
Office will analyze the consequences
of the greatly changed mission for
that division of the University.
''The Instructional Improvement
Center will be established. The
recommendations of the Faculty
Teaching Load Committee will be
studied, and final recommendations
for redistribution of classified and
contract staff into areas of greatest
need will be developed and an
implementation plan composed and

instituted."
Reporting on the work of two
committees appointed last year to
study academic configuration and
minority affairs, he said both
committees issued final reports
which "require further analysis and
decisions." Rather than appoint new
committees to study those same
issues, Dr. Olscamp announced he
will "instead formulate my own views
and after suitable public opportunity
for comment and discussion, make
recommendations for change to the
Board of Trustees."
The president also said he will
recommend to the trustees,
independently of the configuration
issue, that the School of Technology
be made a college.
Announcing some of his own goals
for the coming year, Or. Olscamp said
he will be active in legislative affairs;
work to cultivate the northwest Ohio
business community for the
forthcoming fund-raising campaign;
assist with the opening of new alumni
chapters, both in- and out-of-state,
and help attract graduate students
from abroad.
"We are in good condition," he
said. ''The business climate of the
state continues to improve. Our fall
enrollment will be in the
neighborhood of 16,500 people
(including slightly more than 3,000
freshmen), which is where we want it
to be. The academic qualifications of
this year's freshman class compare
quite favorably with last years
(average ACT score of this year's
entering freshmen 21.2 compared to
20.8 a year ago).
"I am optimistic about the future,
confident of our ability to realize our
vision of the University, and proud of
what we have done so far. Most of all,
I am deeply grateful to you and to the
other members of our University
community who have participated in
the recent sweeping changes with
such enthusiasm, commitment and
courage. With your dedicated energy
and good will, I know we can achieve
our goal."

Clark: Coming year to be marked
by change and reassessment
The coming year will present some
major challenges in the area of
academic affairs, according to Eloise
Clark, vice president, who spoke
briefly to faculty and administrative
staff at the opening general session
Monday, Aug. 27.
It will be a year of change and a
year of reassessment, she said,
noting that among the foremost
challenges will be filling an unusual
number of vacancies on the faculty.
The combined effects of normal
attrition and an anticipated large
number of retirements will result in
some incon'lenience in select
academic areas, she said, explaining
that the STAS Early Retirement
(buy-out) Program approved last year
is expected to attract a number of
senior faculty. The impact of that
program will be felt differently in the
various academic units, she said, and

therefore 1984-85 must be a year of
"thoughtful planning, energetic
recruitment and careful selection of
faculty."
"It will be prudent to retain some
flexibility in our hiring plans," she
said. "This can be a year of
reassessment in which we do careful
planning for the years ahead."
Dr. Clark also announced to the
faculty that the University has
received from the Ohio Board of
Regents "an exceptionally fine
allocation for the purchase of
instructional equipment" (more than
$2 million). Distributing those funds
will present another major challenge,
she said, adding that requests for
funds from the equipment pool
should be forwarded to chairs and
deans as soon as possible to
facilitate allocation of the available
dollars.

Richard Hoare

Hoare appointed
assoc. vice president
Richard D. Hoare, a professor and
former chair of geology, has been
named associate vice president for
academic affairs. He assumes the
post immediately and will continue
part-time in the geology department.
Dr. Hoare joined the faculty in 1957,
coming to Bowling Green from the
University of Missouri at Columbia.
During his 27 years at the University
he has served three terms as chair of
the department of geology - from
1967-70, 1971-75 and 1980-84. He has
taught at both the graduate and
undergraduate levels and has
published extensively in his area of
research specialization, upper
Paleozoic invertebrate fossils.
Active in college and University
governance, he chaired the Arts and
Sciences Council of Chairs in 1973-74
and has served as chair of the
Faculty Research Committee and the
former University-wide Committee on
Program Evaluation.
He is a member of numerous
professional societies, a past
president of the campus chapter of
Sigma Xi scientific honorary and a
fellow in the Ohio Academy of
Science.

USG recognizes
three faculty
Three faculty were recognized by
the Undergraduate Student
Government for excellence in the
classroom as part of opening day
activities on Monday, Aug. 27.
Receiving Faculty Excellence
Awards, presented annually by USG,
were Alice Philbin, English; Cathy
Pratt, journalism, and Julie
Lengfelder, health, physical education
and recreation.
Bob Wade, president of the USG,
announced the recipients, noting that
"Bowling Green students believe that
a quality education begins with
quality faculty...and the
undergraduate students are grateful
for faculty who 'go the extra mile.' "
Traditionally one faculty member
from each college receives a Faculty
Excellence Award. This year, however,
there were no nominees from either
the College of Health and Community
Services or the College of Musical
Arts. Faculty are nominated for the
award by the entire student body.

Take Note.
Update passwords,
ID's
Faculty and staff with IBM and
DEC system User-IDs and passwords
must update those access codes for
the 1984-85 academic year.
Those who access the DEC-20
system must obtain a new password
before Sept. 21 if their User-ID begins
with either I or U and/or was created
before Aug. 20, 1984.
Non-class users of the IBM system
who obtained a User-ID before Aug.
20, 1984, must renew their IDs and
receive a new password before
Thursday, Sept. 27. The IBM password
can be changed at anytime by using
the form:
PASSWORD= (old password.new
password)
on the JOB card.
To obtain a new DEC-20 password
and/or have an IBM User-ID renewed,
visit the secretary in 238 MathScience Bldg. between 9 a.m. and
noon and 1-5 p.m. Monday through
Friday before the deadlines listed
above. A valid University l.D. must be
presented. Faculty and staff may
obtain only their personal passwords
and User IDs. No access codes will
be issued over the phone.
Newly validated User-IDs will expire
in September 1985. The previously
announced Sept. 1, 1984, expiration
date for current IDs should be
disregarded.
VAX User-IDs need not be renewed
at this time. All valid VAX User-IDs
will automatically be renewed and
will also expire in September 1985.

Get to know RSO
A seminar designed to acquaint
faculty with the services available
through the Research Services Office
has been scheduled from 2-3:30 p.m.
Friday (Sept. 7) in the Alumni Room
on the third floor of the University
Union.
Information will be presented on
both internal and external programs
of support, including Faculty
Research Committee programs, new
computer-assisted funding search
procedures, proposal development
assistance, University review and
submission procedures, human
subjects protection requirements and
research development seminars.
All faculty are encouraged to
attend, but the session should be
especially helpful to new faculty and
those who have returned to campus
following an extended leave.
Faculty who plan to participate
should contact Linda Meek at
372-2481 to confirm attendance.

Parking rules
change
Several changes in parking
regulations are in effect this year.
To accommodate evening and
graduate students, the University
Parking Committee has authorized
open parking in Lot A near the
Education Building after 5 p.m. Lot G,
also near the Education Building, will
be reserved strictly for faculty and
staff until 9 p.m.
The hourly rate for metered spaces
also has been increased, effective
Sept. 1, from 10 cents to 25 cents per
hour.
Faculty and staff should also be
aware of new parking fines approved
in June by the Board of Trustees.
Three-dollar fines for failure to park in
assigned area or designated space
and backing into a space have been
raised to $5. Other fines were set as
follows: parking overtime in a po~ted
20-minute loading/unloading zone,
$15; parking, stopping, standing in
drlve/firelane, $25; parking in posted
reservecf space or area, $15; parking
at expired meter, $2 each violation
period; parking in closed space or
area, $15; parking at a loading dock,
$25.
One final reminder: all faculty and
staff who fail to display the 1984-85
vehicle registration sticker on their
cars will be ticketed and fined for
non-registration after Labor Day.

Faculty 8t Staff

• •
Dates to remember
The following two important
dates are brought to the attention
of all faculty by Eloise Clark, vice
president for academic affairs:
FACULTY IMPROVEMENT
LEAVES: Oct. 1, 1984, is the
deadline date for submission of
applications for Faculty
Improvement Leaves for 1985-86.
Please refer to the Faculty
Governance Document, Section
8-11.2, pages 1-3, for application
guidelines, and refer to B-11.2, page
7, for the outline to be followed for
the proposal. For further
information contact the Office of
Academic Affairs, 372-2915.
STRS EARLY RETIREMENT: Oct.
31, 1984, is the end of the open
application period for faculty
members who wish to participate
in the University's STAS Early
Retirement ("buy-out") Program for
retirement in 1985.
For applications received on or
before Oct. 31, the order of
eligibility will be based on years of
service at BGSU. If fewer than five
percent of STRS members
(approximately 60) apply by Oct.
31, the deadline will be extended,
and applicants will then be
considered in the order of their
application date until the
maximum number of eligible
participants is reached.
For further details of the
program, please refer to the May 4,
1984, guidelines which were mailed
to all faculty members, or contact
Elton Ringer, 372-0491, or Norma
Stickler, 372-2915.

and the Brothers Grimm, on Oct. 17-20
and William Gibson's "Monday After
the Miracle," a continuation of the
story of Helen Keller and Annie
Sullivan, on Dec. 5-8.
"Getting Out," a drama by Marsha
Norman, is slated Feb. 13-16, and
"Whose Life Is It Anyway?" by Brian
Clark will be staged April 2-6 in the
Joe E. Brown Theater. A double-bill
children's theater production, "The
Arkansaw Bear" and "Tales from the
Brothers Grimm," will be produced
April 26-27.
The theater schedule also includes
off-campus performances Oct. 31-Nov.
11 of "Pink Collar Worker" by Libby
Steele. Performance sites will be
announced at a later date.
Individual reserved seat tickets for
all productions at the Main
Auditorium except "Cabaret" are
priced at $4 each for adults and $2
for students and senior citizens.
Individual tickets for "Cabaret" are $5
for adults and $3 for students and
senior citizens. Admission to plays at
the Joe E. Brown Theater is $1.50 at
the door.
Season passes, which can be used
to pay for a single ticket at any
performance of a University Theatre
production, are $20 for adults and $10
for students and senior citizens. The
passes are on sale now at the theater
office in 322 South Hall.
For further information call the
University Theatre at 372-2222.

Logo prize offered

The University will celebrate its
75th anniversary during the 1985-86
academic year, and in preparation for
that celebration, a contest to develop
an official logo has been announced.
The logo will be used on a wide
range of publications, stationery and
other appropriate items during the
1985-86 year.
Effective Sept. 1, the University's
The design competition is open to
travel regulations will change to
anyone.
The deadline for entries is 5
ensure compliance with new state·
Oct.
15. A $250 cash prize will be
p.m.
regulations.
for
the winning entry.
awarded
Faculty and staff on University
All
entries
must be submitted as
business may now be reimbursed up
black
and
white
camera-ready art,
to $3 for breakfast if they depart from
to
be
reproduced
in one
designed
home or headquarters before 8 a.m.
color,
on
10"
x
12"
illustration
board
to meet or work more than 60 miles
in
a
self-addressed,
12"
x
15
1/2"
from their residences or
· manila envelope. The entrant's name,
headquarters. A maximum $8 dinner
address and local telephone number
reimbursement also will be allowed
must
be affixed to the back of the
for employees who are in travel
entry.
Entries will be accepted at the
status more than 60 miles from their
reception
desk on the first floor of the
residences or headquarters and return
Mileti
Alumni
Center.
to their home or headquarters after 6
winning
entry will be
The
p.m.
announced
on
Nov.
10, 1984. That
New legislation also permits
entry
becomes
the
property
of the
reimbursement for lodging and meals
University.
when employees are on continuous
For further information on the
travel status more than 30 miles from
contest,
contact the Office of Public
their residences or headquarters for
Relations,
372-2616.
two or more consecutive days.
For further information consult the
Business Procedures Information
Manual.
Faculty and staff who eat on
campus should be aware of the
following food service opening dates
and times:
Aman! and Mid-Am Rooms, open at
6 p.m., effective Aug. 26.
Undergraduate Council will have its
Truck Stop Line, Commons Dining
first meeting of the current academic
Hall, open for dinner at 4 p.m.,
year at 1:30 p.m. Wednesday (Sept. 5)
effective Aug. 29.
in the Alumni Room of the University
Chilys Snack Bar, Kreischer Dining
Union.
Hall, open at 6:30 p.m., effective Sept.

Travel rules change

Hungry? Try this •••

Council meetings
resume

10 plays on stage
The University Theatre will present
10 productions during its 1984-85
season, and, for the first time, season
passes are available.
"She Stoops to Conquer," a
comedy by Oliver Goldsmith, will
open the season Oct. 4-6 and Oct.
10-13 in the Main Auditorium of
University Hall.
Other Main Auditorium productions
will include performances of
"Summer and Smoke" by Tennessee
Williams on Nov. 8-10 and Nov. 14-17;
Shakespeare's lyrical comedy "As
You Like It" Feb. 21-23 and Feb.
27-March 2, and the hit musical
"Cabaret" April 11-12 and April 17-20.
The Joe E. Brown Theater stage
will be the site for Paul Sills' "Story
Theater," an evening of entertainment
based on famous tales from Aesop

5.
Towers Inn Restaurant, McDonald
Dining Hall, open at 4:15 p.m.,
effective Sept. 5.
Garden Terrace Dell and Soda
Shoppe, McDonald Dining Hall, open
at 11 a.m., effective Sept. 9.
Zzas Snack Bar, Founders
Quadrangle, open at 7:30 p.m.,
effective Sept. 9.
Berries Restaurant, Harshman
Quadrangle, open for lunch at 11:30
a.m. and dinner at 4 p.m., effective
Sept. 10.
All University dining halls open
daily for lunch at 11:30 a.m.

'Banner year'
planned
Organizers of the Festival Series
are heralding the 1984-85 season as a
"banner year" with good reason. The

Presentations

series, which has brought
internationally acclaimed artists to
the Moore Musical Arts Center every
year since 1979, will feature its most
diverse roster of distinguished artists
yet.
The Harmony Wind Ensemble,
comprised of some of New York's
finest wind players, will open the
series Oct. 3. In addition to
performing classical and modern
works, the group plays arrangements
of symphonic and operatic works by
contemporaries of the original
composers.
Guitarist Julian Bream, whose
worldwide concert tours are nearly
always sell-outs, will perform Oct. 22.
He has made more than 30 recordings
and has received many of the
industry's highest recording honors.
One of the world's greatest vocal
ensembles, the Romanian National
Choir, will perform Nov. 19, and the
Munich Chamber Orchestra, with
violinist Young Uck Kim, will appear
Feb. 24, 1985.
The final concert will be March 27,
1985, when Concert Royal and the
New York Baroque Dance Company
jointly present a program celebrating
the 300th anniversary of the birth of
three giants of Baroque composition:
Bach, Scarlatti and Handel.
Festival Series concerts scheduled
on weekdays begin at 8 p.m. and
those on Sunday begin at 3 p.m. in
Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musical
Arts Center.
Series tickets, which are still
available, offer substantial savings
over tickets purchased for individual
concerts. A "Sample Series" ticket
for any two concerts excluding Julian
Bream's performance also offers a
savings over individual ticket prices.
For further information about the
series and tickets, call the Moore
Musical Arts Center box office at
372-0171.

Maurice Sevigny, art, was one of 12
researchers invited to participate in a scholarly
paper exchange and research symposium in the
art education department at the University of
Cincinnati last spring. He presented the paper
"A Holistic Approach to Research in Art
Education."
Lucille Teny, home economics, presented
"Software Development for a Lesson on Color
Concepts tor the Apple II Plus Microcomputer'"
at the sixth annual National Educational
Computing Conference in Dayton.
She also presented a paper entitled "The
Relationship between Attitudes and
Achievement of University Clothing Sludents
Taught Color Concepts Using Microcomputer·
Assisted lns1ruction .. at the 75th annual
conference of the American Home Economics
Association in Anaheim. Calif.
Adrian R. Tio, exhibited a dr'1wing. "El
Salvador: Unholy Terror," as part of the 1984 Mid
America Biennial Exhibition at the Owensboro
Museum of Fine Arts in Owensboro, Ky. His
drawing was on display until Sept. 2.
Three of his mixed media works also were
displayed in the juried 66th annual Toledo Area
Artists Exhibition at the Toledo Museum of Art.
Donald M. Wilson, music theory/composition,
is producing and hosting ··Sounds of Our
Century,'' a contemporary art-music series
broadcast at 8 p.m. Fridays on WGLE-FM and
WGTE-FM radio in Lima and Toledo.

Publications
Paul E. Brauchla, technology. "Generating
Random Samples of a Given Size Using Social
Security Numbers,'" in the Journal of Industrial
Teacher Education, winter 1984. The article was
co-authored by Richard C. Erickson, University of
Missouri-Columbia.
Leslie Chamberlin, educational administration
and supervision. "'The Future of Public
Education,"' an article in a July issue of USA
Today.
Leigh Chlarelott, educational curriculum and
instruction, "The Role of Experience in
Curriculum Theorizing: Application of Dewey's
Theory of Experience,"' in The Journal of
Curriculum Theorizing, vol. 5, no. 4.
Patricia A. Cunningham, home economics.
"The Woven Record: 19th Century Coverlets and
Textile Industries in Northwest Ohio,"' an article
in the Northwest Ohio Quarterly, spring 1984.
That issue also included an article by N.
William Easterly, biological sciences, on "'Some
Rare and Infrequent Flora of the Oak Openings:
Addenda to Prof. Moseley"s Findings."
David Skaggs. history, is the editor of the
journal.

CSAC meeting
postponed
The August meeting of the
Classified Staff Advisory Committee
was canceled and tentatively
rescheduled for Wednesday (Sept. 6).
Selection of new members for the
CSAC is on the agenda for that
meeting. Classified staff who
submitted self-nomination letters for
the committee will be notified of the
outcome of the election following the
upcoming meeting.

Mathias worked hard for education
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following stOI}' was
written before the deeth of Harry Mathias,
emeritus, mathematics, and Is published
here as a tribute to hls more than 60 years
as an educator. Mathias died July 31 at
Community Nursing Home In Bowling

master's degree at Indiana University.
Mathias came to Bowling Green
Jim Karpen, English, "Th<! Strawberries of
from a teaching position at Indiana
Literary Experience: Ineffability and the
Central College during the
Relationship between Experience and
depression. It was a good move, he
Knowledge;· in the spring-summer 1984 issue of
recalled,
because times were
The USF Language Quarterly.
Green.
extremely hard and sometimes the
Sally Kilmer, home economics, is the editor of
small, private Indiana college couldn't
Retirement was slow in coming for
Advances in Early Education and Day Care, Vol.
pay its teachers.
Harry
Mathias.
In
fact,
it
never
really
3, a research annual published by JAi Press.
But money was never uppermost on
came until about a year ago when ill
Ken Letko, English, "Illustration,'" a poem in
Mathias' mind. He taught because he
health put an end to his University
Cottonwood 33, a publication of the University of
liked students who were eager to
career.
Kansas. Lawrence. That same volume includes a
learn. He was seldom paid for the
Officially,
Mathias
left
the
review of Richard Speakes' Hannah's Travels by
tutoring he did following official
classroom in 1971 when he reached
Philip SL Clair, English. and a review of On
Common Ground, edited by Sander and
retirement, but he continued because
mandatory retirement age. But he
Brummels, by Mike Smetzer, English.
continued to teach and tutor the next "I like to think that I am passing on
my love of mathematics to some
12 years on an "unofficial," part-time
Michael T. Marsden, popular culture. ··The
future teacher."
and
in
the
spring
of
1982,
at
basis,
Making of Shane: A Story for All Media" and
"Savior in the Saddle: The Sagebrush
At the same time, he tried to
the age of 81, he was honored by the
Testament,"" essays in the new critical edition of
campus chapter of Kappa Mu Epsilon emphasize the importance of
Jack Schaefer"s classic Western novel. Shane,
thoroughness and patience in the
mathematics honorary for his
recently published by the University of Nebraska
teaching profession, and he well
Press.
excellence in teaching and his liferemembered a time when he needed
long commitment to education.
Bemard Stemsher, history. "'Assessing
that patience himself.
Although
most
of
Mathias'
career
Roosevelt and the New Deal: The ShOrt Run and
During his last years of formal
(more than 40 years) was spent at
the Long Run:· an essay in The New Deal
teaching, "new math" was the basis
Bowling Green, he was also an
Viewed from flfty Years. a book edited by
Lawrence E. Gelfand and Robert J. Neymeyer
elementary principal for several years, of all the texts. "That was the early
and published by the Center for the Study of the
he taught high school, and he was an '60's and the students and I learned
Recent History of the United States at the
instructor for adults who had dropped together," he said, adding, "I was
University of Iowa
always only one or two steps ahead
out of high school but later decided
Or. Stemsher also is the author of '"The New
Deal Party System: A Reappraisal"" in the
of them."
to reenter.
Journal of Interdisciplinary History, summer
When the "new math" or teaching
He recalled an interest in
1984.
in
general got to be too much for him,
mathematics at a very early age, but
Mathias
took out his frustrations on
he
also
remembered
that
it
was
only
Adrian R. Tio, art, "An Experimental Studio
Foundations Program;· in the "Southeastern
wood and nails.
his own stubbornness and
College Art Conference Review,"' spring 1984.
An accomplished carpenter, he
perseverance which eventually led
welcomed
the opportunity to go home
him
to
a
teaching
career.
Arthur P. Tolve, home economics. The Shaker
and do some manual labor.
His formal education began in a
Cookbook: Recipes & Lore from the Valley of
God's Pleasure, a 175-page cookbook which
"If I was worked up by Friday, I
one-room school in Rochester, Ind.
revises and updates recipes originally published
could pound and take my spite out on
From his middle school class of 12,
by Caroline B. Piercy in 1953. Piercy is
the nails instead of on my students,"
he was one of only three to pass the
considered the moving force in the founding of
he said, admitting that carpentry was
entrance exam for high school.
the Shaker Historical Society in Shaker Heights.
The book includes excerpts on Shaker history
But it was no student's life for him. always more a way to release tension
written by Piercy and James H. Blssland,
He worked his way through school as than a hobby. But it fit him well,
journalism.
because during his years in Bowling
a stock boy for Kresge's for 35 cents
per hour, later moving to Woolworth's Green he built several homes and
Richard Wilson, special education, ··The
Potential Effecis of Meta-Analysis on Special
completed numerous remodeling
because "they paid 10 cents an hour
Education Practice,"' an article in a recent issue
projects.
·
more."
of The Journal of Special Education. The article
In
fact,
friends
frequently
asked
He received his high school
is co-authored by Paul T. Sindelar of
him
why
he
didn't
enter
the
carpentry
diploma
in
1919
and
enrolled
at
Pennsylvania State University.
field full-time. And his response was
Indiana Central College where, two
Peter Wood, educational foundations and
always the same: "Teaching means
years later, he took a state
inquiry. and James Malanowski, Findlay City
too much to me."
examination which allowed him to
Schools. "Burnout and Self-Actualization in
When the campus mathematics
begin teaching high school: Five
Public School Teachers,"' an article in The
Journal of Psychology.
honorary cited Mathias for his
years later, in 1925, he earned his
dedication to the profession in 1982,
he was presented with a certificate
which summarized the feelings of
many who had worked with him over
Neal noted that what will happen
the years. The certificate read. in part,
their part," he said.
within the University this year "will be
"Few people will have a career such
Noting that the crisis of authority
as yours, and we are proud that you
shaped to a very large degree by what within a university does not dev :d
is happening within the broader
J
so much on who makes the decisions have spent most of it at BO\'
Green."
scheme of human affairs.
as on the validity of the decisions
The overriding challenge to a
that are made, he said, "The making
university today, he said, is that of
of informed decisions as a basis for
being responsive to the many
policy is essential for a sense of wellchanges occuring in society.
being within universities.
The following administrative staff have
"If universities fail to achieve an
"At Bowling Green, we are
joined the University in recent v. -~s:
increasing level of importance, it will
fortunate to have a fairly long
Limas Forte, assistant direct1..
be primarily because of default on
tradition of active involvement by the
financial aid and student employment;
faculty in µniversity decision-making.
Nancy Kumer, medical office assistant,
The new charter gives the faculty a
Student Health Center,
broad set of opportunities for
Christine Oswald, medical office
participation in the governance
assistant, Student Health Center,
process. The basic challenges to the
Martin Porter, director, Creative Arts
faculty are those of making effective
Program (part-time);
use of these opportunities and
The $1,000 prize was funded this
Judith Biggs, assistant director. small
utilizing faculty expertise in the
year by the Presidents Club and the
group housing and Greek life;
process of setting University policy.
Alumni Association.
Patricia Salomon, coordinator of
"In the final analysis, what the
periodicals, library (transferred from
Faculty Senate does this academic
classified status);
year will largely depend upon you (the
Jane Schimpf, director, food operations
faculty)."
(transferred from classified status);
Among the issues confronting the
Sandra Crill, Charles Johnson, Bill
Senate this year, Dr. Neal said, will be WhHe, Robin Straaty, Stephanie Tebow
assessing the impact of the recently
and William Thomas Coombs, residential
services hall directors;
approved STRS buy-out program;
Barbara Apple, assistant director,
clarifying the functions of the Faculty
Development Center to be reinstituted marketing and promotion, continuing
education;
this year, monitoring implementation
Charles Frie, staff physician, Student
of the new Role and Mission
Health
Center,
Statement; determining a Solicitation
Holly
Hiiborn, coordinator, public
Policy for the University that will be
relations,
Firelands;
acceptable to both the faculty and
Alan
Bierl,
director, Leaming Center,
administration and setting a fair
Firelands;
policy for the allocation of salary
Howard (Craig) Ellclcer, assistant
increments.
director, admissions, Firelands;
The agenda for the first Senate
Paul Shllllng, assistant dean, Firelands;
meeting, scheduled at 2:30 p.m.
Michelle Rolston, assistant director
Tuesdo:.y, Sept. 18, will include
(temporary), Student Recreation Center;
discussion of the summer calendar
Patricia Cleweland, director, athletic and
for 1985-86, review of
regulatory affairs, athletics;
recommendations from
Peter Johnson, assistant hockey coach
Undergraduate Council for
(part-time), athletics;
establishing University-wide general
Ronald Reazin, systems programmer.
education requirements and several
computer services (transferred from
Lloyd Buckwe/1
requests for charter amendments.
classified status).

Neal: The future is with the faculty
Although the issues facing the
Faculty Senate this year are not as
major as the development of a role
and mission statement or the revision
of the University Charter, Arthur Neal,
current Senate chair, believes the
faculty governing body will be busy
- and busy with issues that will
merit close attention.
Speaking to faculty and
administrative staff at the opening
day convocation Monday, Aug. 27, Dr.

Stare at the stars
Still wondering, as you did in
childhood, what those twinkling stars
really are? You'll have a chance to
find out this fall.
Dale W. Smith, physics and
astronomy, director of the University's
new planetarium, is teaching a noncredit course entitled "Eye on the
SkY" beginning Sept. 12. During 10
class sessions, to be held from 7-8:30
p.m. on Wednesdays, Dr. Smith will
help participants learn to identify the
constellations, discern daily
movements of the moon and see
seasonal changes in the sky.
The course also will cover other
celestial phenomena, such as solar
eclipses. In addition to viewing
programs inside the planetarium,
those enrolled will use the
University's roof-top observatory for
stargazing.
Registration for the course is being
accepted now. For more details and
registration information, contact the
Office of Continuing Education,
372-0181.

Buckwell receives first
Faculty Governance Award

Monitor
Monitor is published weekly for faculty and
staff of Bowling Green State University. The
deadline to submit material for the next
issue, Monday, Sept. 10, Is 5 p.m. Tuesday,
Sept. 4.
Editor. Linda Swaisgood
Editorial Assistant: Stephanie Lopuszynsky
··Commentaries"' and other notices should
be sent to:
Monitor
Office of Public Relations
806 Administration Bldg.
Bowling Green. OH 43403

Paul Hunt, musical arts, "A Closer Look at the
World Premiere of Leslie Bassett's Concerto
Lirico," in the July issue if the International
Trombone Association Journal.

60 years in the classroom

'l
,1

Lloyd Buckwell, accounting and
management information systems,
has received the first Faculty
Governance Award in recognition of
his contributions to the Faculty
Senate Budget Committee during the
past year. .
Dr. Buckwell has served as chair of
that committee since its inception.
He will receive a certificate and a
$1,000 cash prize.
.
Arthur Neal, chair of the Faculty
Senate, announced the creation of
the new award and the first recipient
as part of the opening day activities
on Monday, Aug. 27. Dr. Buckwell was
chosen to receive the prize by the
Faculty Senate officers.
In future years, the entire faculty
will have the opportunity to nominate
colleagues for the award, with final
selection to be made by the Senate
officers.
The award was created to
recognize outstanding service by
faculty members to the governance
system and will be given annuc:lly to
a faculty member has has made a
single major contribution during any
particular year or a number of smaller
contributions over a period of years.

Starr Update

Take Note.
Update passwords,
ID's
Faculty and staff with IBM and
DEC system User-IDs and passwords
must update those access codes for
the 1984-85 academic year.
Those who access the DEC-20
system must obtain a new password
before Sept. 21 if their User-ID begins
with either I or U and/or was created
before Aug. 20, 1984.
Non-class users of the IBM system
who obtained a User-ID before Aug.
20, 1984, must renew their IDs and
receive a new password before
Thursday, Sept. 27. The IBM password
can be changed at anytime by using
the form:
PASSWORD= (old password.new
password)
on the JOB card.
To obtain a new DEC-20 password
and/or have an IBM User-ID renewed,
visit the secretary in 238 MathScience Bldg. between 9 a.m. and
noon and 1-5 p.m. Monday through
Friday before the deadlines listed
above. A valid University l.D. must be
presented. Faculty and staff may
obtain only their personal passwords
and User IDs. No access codes will
be issued over the phone.
Newly validated User-IDs will expire
in September 1985. The previously
announced Sept. 1, 1984, expiration
date for current IDs should be
disregarded.
VAX User-IDs need not be renewed
at this time. All valid VAX User-IDs
will automatically be renewed and
will also expire in September 1985.

Get to know RSO
A seminar designed to acquaint
faculty with the services available
through the Research Services Office
has been scheduled from 2-3:30 p.m.
Friday (Sept. 7) in the Alumni Room
on the third floor of the University
Union.
Information will be presented on
both internal and external programs
of support, including Faculty
Research Committee programs, new
computer-assisted funding search
procedures, proposal development
assistance, University review and
submission procedures, human
subjects protection requirements and
research development seminars.
All faculty are encouraged to
attend, but the session should be
especially helpful to new faculty and
those who have returned to campus
following an extended leave.
Faculty who plan to participate
should contact Linda Meek at
372-2481 to confirm attendance.

Parking rules
change
Several changes in parking
regulations are in effect this year.
To accommodate evening and
graduate students, the University
Parking Committee has authorized
open parking in Lot A near the
Education Building after 5 p.m. Lot G,
also near the Education Building, will
be reserved strictly for faculty and
staff until 9 p.m.
The hourly rate for metered spaces
also has been increased, effective
Sept. 1, from 10 cents to 25 cents per
hour.
Faculty and staff should also be
aware of new parking fines approved
in June by the Board of Trustees.
Three-dollar fines for failure to park in
assigned area or designated space
and backing into a space have been
raised to $5. Other fines were set as
follows: parking overtime in a po~ted
20-minute loading/unloading zone,
$15; parking, stopping, standing in
drlve/firelane, $25; parking in posted
reservecf space or area, $15; parking
at expired meter, $2 each violation
period; parking in closed space or
area, $15; parking at a loading dock,
$25.
One final reminder: all faculty and
staff who fail to display the 1984-85
vehicle registration sticker on their
cars will be ticketed and fined for
non-registration after Labor Day.

Faculty 8t Staff

• •
Dates to remember
The following two important
dates are brought to the attention
of all faculty by Eloise Clark, vice
president for academic affairs:
FACULTY IMPROVEMENT
LEAVES: Oct. 1, 1984, is the
deadline date for submission of
applications for Faculty
Improvement Leaves for 1985-86.
Please refer to the Faculty
Governance Document, Section
8-11.2, pages 1-3, for application
guidelines, and refer to B-11.2, page
7, for the outline to be followed for
the proposal. For further
information contact the Office of
Academic Affairs, 372-2915.
STRS EARLY RETIREMENT: Oct.
31, 1984, is the end of the open
application period for faculty
members who wish to participate
in the University's STAS Early
Retirement ("buy-out") Program for
retirement in 1985.
For applications received on or
before Oct. 31, the order of
eligibility will be based on years of
service at BGSU. If fewer than five
percent of STRS members
(approximately 60) apply by Oct.
31, the deadline will be extended,
and applicants will then be
considered in the order of their
application date until the
maximum number of eligible
participants is reached.
For further details of the
program, please refer to the May 4,
1984, guidelines which were mailed
to all faculty members, or contact
Elton Ringer, 372-0491, or Norma
Stickler, 372-2915.

and the Brothers Grimm, on Oct. 17-20
and William Gibson's "Monday After
the Miracle," a continuation of the
story of Helen Keller and Annie
Sullivan, on Dec. 5-8.
"Getting Out," a drama by Marsha
Norman, is slated Feb. 13-16, and
"Whose Life Is It Anyway?" by Brian
Clark will be staged April 2-6 in the
Joe E. Brown Theater. A double-bill
children's theater production, "The
Arkansaw Bear" and "Tales from the
Brothers Grimm," will be produced
April 26-27.
The theater schedule also includes
off-campus performances Oct. 31-Nov.
11 of "Pink Collar Worker" by Libby
Steele. Performance sites will be
announced at a later date.
Individual reserved seat tickets for
all productions at the Main
Auditorium except "Cabaret" are
priced at $4 each for adults and $2
for students and senior citizens.
Individual tickets for "Cabaret" are $5
for adults and $3 for students and
senior citizens. Admission to plays at
the Joe E. Brown Theater is $1.50 at
the door.
Season passes, which can be used
to pay for a single ticket at any
performance of a University Theatre
production, are $20 for adults and $10
for students and senior citizens. The
passes are on sale now at the theater
office in 322 South Hall.
For further information call the
University Theatre at 372-2222.

Logo prize offered

The University will celebrate its
75th anniversary during the 1985-86
academic year, and in preparation for
that celebration, a contest to develop
an official logo has been announced.
The logo will be used on a wide
range of publications, stationery and
other appropriate items during the
1985-86 year.
Effective Sept. 1, the University's
The design competition is open to
travel regulations will change to
anyone.
The deadline for entries is 5
ensure compliance with new state·
Oct.
15. A $250 cash prize will be
p.m.
regulations.
for
the winning entry.
awarded
Faculty and staff on University
All
entries
must be submitted as
business may now be reimbursed up
black
and
white
camera-ready art,
to $3 for breakfast if they depart from
to
be
reproduced
in one
designed
home or headquarters before 8 a.m.
color,
on
10"
x
12"
illustration
board
to meet or work more than 60 miles
in
a
self-addressed,
12"
x
15
1/2"
from their residences or
· manila envelope. The entrant's name,
headquarters. A maximum $8 dinner
address and local telephone number
reimbursement also will be allowed
must
be affixed to the back of the
for employees who are in travel
entry.
Entries will be accepted at the
status more than 60 miles from their
reception
desk on the first floor of the
residences or headquarters and return
Mileti
Alumni
Center.
to their home or headquarters after 6
winning
entry will be
The
p.m.
announced
on
Nov.
10, 1984. That
New legislation also permits
entry
becomes
the
property
of the
reimbursement for lodging and meals
University.
when employees are on continuous
For further information on the
travel status more than 30 miles from
contest,
contact the Office of Public
their residences or headquarters for
Relations,
372-2616.
two or more consecutive days.
For further information consult the
Business Procedures Information
Manual.
Faculty and staff who eat on
campus should be aware of the
following food service opening dates
and times:
Aman! and Mid-Am Rooms, open at
6 p.m., effective Aug. 26.
Undergraduate Council will have its
Truck Stop Line, Commons Dining
first meeting of the current academic
Hall, open for dinner at 4 p.m.,
year at 1:30 p.m. Wednesday (Sept. 5)
effective Aug. 29.
in the Alumni Room of the University
Chilys Snack Bar, Kreischer Dining
Union.
Hall, open at 6:30 p.m., effective Sept.

Travel rules change

Hungry? Try this •••

Council meetings
resume

10 plays on stage
The University Theatre will present
10 productions during its 1984-85
season, and, for the first time, season
passes are available.
"She Stoops to Conquer," a
comedy by Oliver Goldsmith, will
open the season Oct. 4-6 and Oct.
10-13 in the Main Auditorium of
University Hall.
Other Main Auditorium productions
will include performances of
"Summer and Smoke" by Tennessee
Williams on Nov. 8-10 and Nov. 14-17;
Shakespeare's lyrical comedy "As
You Like It" Feb. 21-23 and Feb.
27-March 2, and the hit musical
"Cabaret" April 11-12 and April 17-20.
The Joe E. Brown Theater stage
will be the site for Paul Sills' "Story
Theater," an evening of entertainment
based on famous tales from Aesop

5.
Towers Inn Restaurant, McDonald
Dining Hall, open at 4:15 p.m.,
effective Sept. 5.
Garden Terrace Dell and Soda
Shoppe, McDonald Dining Hall, open
at 11 a.m., effective Sept. 9.
Zzas Snack Bar, Founders
Quadrangle, open at 7:30 p.m.,
effective Sept. 9.
Berries Restaurant, Harshman
Quadrangle, open for lunch at 11:30
a.m. and dinner at 4 p.m., effective
Sept. 10.
All University dining halls open
daily for lunch at 11:30 a.m.

'Banner year'
planned
Organizers of the Festival Series
are heralding the 1984-85 season as a
"banner year" with good reason. The

Presentations

series, which has brought
internationally acclaimed artists to
the Moore Musical Arts Center every
year since 1979, will feature its most
diverse roster of distinguished artists
yet.
The Harmony Wind Ensemble,
comprised of some of New York's
finest wind players, will open the
series Oct. 3. In addition to
performing classical and modern
works, the group plays arrangements
of symphonic and operatic works by
contemporaries of the original
composers.
Guitarist Julian Bream, whose
worldwide concert tours are nearly
always sell-outs, will perform Oct. 22.
He has made more than 30 recordings
and has received many of the
industry's highest recording honors.
One of the world's greatest vocal
ensembles, the Romanian National
Choir, will perform Nov. 19, and the
Munich Chamber Orchestra, with
violinist Young Uck Kim, will appear
Feb. 24, 1985.
The final concert will be March 27,
1985, when Concert Royal and the
New York Baroque Dance Company
jointly present a program celebrating
the 300th anniversary of the birth of
three giants of Baroque composition:
Bach, Scarlatti and Handel.
Festival Series concerts scheduled
on weekdays begin at 8 p.m. and
those on Sunday begin at 3 p.m. in
Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musical
Arts Center.
Series tickets, which are still
available, offer substantial savings
over tickets purchased for individual
concerts. A "Sample Series" ticket
for any two concerts excluding Julian
Bream's performance also offers a
savings over individual ticket prices.
For further information about the
series and tickets, call the Moore
Musical Arts Center box office at
372-0171.

Maurice Sevigny, art, was one of 12
researchers invited to participate in a scholarly
paper exchange and research symposium in the
art education department at the University of
Cincinnati last spring. He presented the paper
"A Holistic Approach to Research in Art
Education."
Lucille Teny, home economics, presented
"Software Development for a Lesson on Color
Concepts tor the Apple II Plus Microcomputer'"
at the sixth annual National Educational
Computing Conference in Dayton.
She also presented a paper entitled "The
Relationship between Attitudes and
Achievement of University Clothing Sludents
Taught Color Concepts Using Microcomputer·
Assisted lns1ruction .. at the 75th annual
conference of the American Home Economics
Association in Anaheim. Calif.
Adrian R. Tio, exhibited a dr'1wing. "El
Salvador: Unholy Terror," as part of the 1984 Mid
America Biennial Exhibition at the Owensboro
Museum of Fine Arts in Owensboro, Ky. His
drawing was on display until Sept. 2.
Three of his mixed media works also were
displayed in the juried 66th annual Toledo Area
Artists Exhibition at the Toledo Museum of Art.
Donald M. Wilson, music theory/composition,
is producing and hosting ··Sounds of Our
Century,'' a contemporary art-music series
broadcast at 8 p.m. Fridays on WGLE-FM and
WGTE-FM radio in Lima and Toledo.

Publications
Paul E. Brauchla, technology. "Generating
Random Samples of a Given Size Using Social
Security Numbers,'" in the Journal of Industrial
Teacher Education, winter 1984. The article was
co-authored by Richard C. Erickson, University of
Missouri-Columbia.
Leslie Chamberlin, educational administration
and supervision. "'The Future of Public
Education,"' an article in a July issue of USA
Today.
Leigh Chlarelott, educational curriculum and
instruction, "The Role of Experience in
Curriculum Theorizing: Application of Dewey's
Theory of Experience,"' in The Journal of
Curriculum Theorizing, vol. 5, no. 4.
Patricia A. Cunningham, home economics.
"The Woven Record: 19th Century Coverlets and
Textile Industries in Northwest Ohio,"' an article
in the Northwest Ohio Quarterly, spring 1984.
That issue also included an article by N.
William Easterly, biological sciences, on "'Some
Rare and Infrequent Flora of the Oak Openings:
Addenda to Prof. Moseley"s Findings."
David Skaggs. history, is the editor of the
journal.

CSAC meeting
postponed
The August meeting of the
Classified Staff Advisory Committee
was canceled and tentatively
rescheduled for Wednesday (Sept. 6).
Selection of new members for the
CSAC is on the agenda for that
meeting. Classified staff who
submitted self-nomination letters for
the committee will be notified of the
outcome of the election following the
upcoming meeting.

Mathias worked hard for education
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following stOI}' was
written before the deeth of Harry Mathias,
emeritus, mathematics, and Is published
here as a tribute to hls more than 60 years
as an educator. Mathias died July 31 at
Community Nursing Home In Bowling

master's degree at Indiana University.
Mathias came to Bowling Green
Jim Karpen, English, "Th<! Strawberries of
from a teaching position at Indiana
Literary Experience: Ineffability and the
Central College during the
Relationship between Experience and
depression. It was a good move, he
Knowledge;· in the spring-summer 1984 issue of
recalled,
because times were
The USF Language Quarterly.
Green.
extremely hard and sometimes the
Sally Kilmer, home economics, is the editor of
small, private Indiana college couldn't
Retirement was slow in coming for
Advances in Early Education and Day Care, Vol.
pay its teachers.
Harry
Mathias.
In
fact,
it
never
really
3, a research annual published by JAi Press.
But money was never uppermost on
came until about a year ago when ill
Ken Letko, English, "Illustration,'" a poem in
Mathias' mind. He taught because he
health put an end to his University
Cottonwood 33, a publication of the University of
liked students who were eager to
career.
Kansas. Lawrence. That same volume includes a
learn. He was seldom paid for the
Officially,
Mathias
left
the
review of Richard Speakes' Hannah's Travels by
tutoring he did following official
classroom in 1971 when he reached
Philip SL Clair, English. and a review of On
Common Ground, edited by Sander and
retirement, but he continued because
mandatory retirement age. But he
Brummels, by Mike Smetzer, English.
continued to teach and tutor the next "I like to think that I am passing on
my love of mathematics to some
12 years on an "unofficial," part-time
Michael T. Marsden, popular culture. ··The
future teacher."
and
in
the
spring
of
1982,
at
basis,
Making of Shane: A Story for All Media" and
"Savior in the Saddle: The Sagebrush
At the same time, he tried to
the age of 81, he was honored by the
Testament,"" essays in the new critical edition of
campus chapter of Kappa Mu Epsilon emphasize the importance of
Jack Schaefer"s classic Western novel. Shane,
thoroughness and patience in the
mathematics honorary for his
recently published by the University of Nebraska
teaching profession, and he well
Press.
excellence in teaching and his liferemembered a time when he needed
long commitment to education.
Bemard Stemsher, history. "'Assessing
that patience himself.
Although
most
of
Mathias'
career
Roosevelt and the New Deal: The ShOrt Run and
During his last years of formal
(more than 40 years) was spent at
the Long Run:· an essay in The New Deal
teaching, "new math" was the basis
Bowling Green, he was also an
Viewed from flfty Years. a book edited by
Lawrence E. Gelfand and Robert J. Neymeyer
elementary principal for several years, of all the texts. "That was the early
and published by the Center for the Study of the
he taught high school, and he was an '60's and the students and I learned
Recent History of the United States at the
instructor for adults who had dropped together," he said, adding, "I was
University of Iowa
always only one or two steps ahead
out of high school but later decided
Or. Stemsher also is the author of '"The New
Deal Party System: A Reappraisal"" in the
of them."
to reenter.
Journal of Interdisciplinary History, summer
When the "new math" or teaching
He recalled an interest in
1984.
in
general got to be too much for him,
mathematics at a very early age, but
Mathias
took out his frustrations on
he
also
remembered
that
it
was
only
Adrian R. Tio, art, "An Experimental Studio
Foundations Program;· in the "Southeastern
wood and nails.
his own stubbornness and
College Art Conference Review,"' spring 1984.
An accomplished carpenter, he
perseverance which eventually led
welcomed
the opportunity to go home
him
to
a
teaching
career.
Arthur P. Tolve, home economics. The Shaker
and do some manual labor.
His formal education began in a
Cookbook: Recipes & Lore from the Valley of
God's Pleasure, a 175-page cookbook which
"If I was worked up by Friday, I
one-room school in Rochester, Ind.
revises and updates recipes originally published
could pound and take my spite out on
From his middle school class of 12,
by Caroline B. Piercy in 1953. Piercy is
the nails instead of on my students,"
he was one of only three to pass the
considered the moving force in the founding of
he said, admitting that carpentry was
entrance exam for high school.
the Shaker Historical Society in Shaker Heights.
The book includes excerpts on Shaker history
But it was no student's life for him. always more a way to release tension
written by Piercy and James H. Blssland,
He worked his way through school as than a hobby. But it fit him well,
journalism.
because during his years in Bowling
a stock boy for Kresge's for 35 cents
per hour, later moving to Woolworth's Green he built several homes and
Richard Wilson, special education, ··The
Potential Effecis of Meta-Analysis on Special
completed numerous remodeling
because "they paid 10 cents an hour
Education Practice,"' an article in a recent issue
projects.
·
more."
of The Journal of Special Education. The article
In
fact,
friends
frequently
asked
He received his high school
is co-authored by Paul T. Sindelar of
him
why
he
didn't
enter
the
carpentry
diploma
in
1919
and
enrolled
at
Pennsylvania State University.
field full-time. And his response was
Indiana Central College where, two
Peter Wood, educational foundations and
always the same: "Teaching means
years later, he took a state
inquiry. and James Malanowski, Findlay City
too much to me."
examination which allowed him to
Schools. "Burnout and Self-Actualization in
When the campus mathematics
begin teaching high school: Five
Public School Teachers,"' an article in The
Journal of Psychology.
honorary cited Mathias for his
years later, in 1925, he earned his
dedication to the profession in 1982,
he was presented with a certificate
which summarized the feelings of
many who had worked with him over
Neal noted that what will happen
the years. The certificate read. in part,
their part," he said.
within the University this year "will be
"Few people will have a career such
Noting that the crisis of authority
as yours, and we are proud that you
shaped to a very large degree by what within a university does not dev :d
is happening within the broader
J
so much on who makes the decisions have spent most of it at BO\'
Green."
scheme of human affairs.
as on the validity of the decisions
The overriding challenge to a
that are made, he said, "The making
university today, he said, is that of
of informed decisions as a basis for
being responsive to the many
policy is essential for a sense of wellchanges occuring in society.
being within universities.
The following administrative staff have
"If universities fail to achieve an
"At Bowling Green, we are
joined the University in recent v. -~s:
increasing level of importance, it will
fortunate to have a fairly long
Limas Forte, assistant direct1..
be primarily because of default on
tradition of active involvement by the
financial aid and student employment;
faculty in µniversity decision-making.
Nancy Kumer, medical office assistant,
The new charter gives the faculty a
Student Health Center,
broad set of opportunities for
Christine Oswald, medical office
participation in the governance
assistant, Student Health Center,
process. The basic challenges to the
Martin Porter, director, Creative Arts
faculty are those of making effective
Program (part-time);
use of these opportunities and
The $1,000 prize was funded this
Judith Biggs, assistant director. small
utilizing faculty expertise in the
year by the Presidents Club and the
group housing and Greek life;
process of setting University policy.
Alumni Association.
Patricia Salomon, coordinator of
"In the final analysis, what the
periodicals, library (transferred from
Faculty Senate does this academic
classified status);
year will largely depend upon you (the
Jane Schimpf, director, food operations
faculty)."
(transferred from classified status);
Among the issues confronting the
Sandra Crill, Charles Johnson, Bill
Senate this year, Dr. Neal said, will be WhHe, Robin Straaty, Stephanie Tebow
assessing the impact of the recently
and William Thomas Coombs, residential
services hall directors;
approved STRS buy-out program;
Barbara Apple, assistant director,
clarifying the functions of the Faculty
Development Center to be reinstituted marketing and promotion, continuing
education;
this year, monitoring implementation
Charles Frie, staff physician, Student
of the new Role and Mission
Health
Center,
Statement; determining a Solicitation
Holly
Hiiborn, coordinator, public
Policy for the University that will be
relations,
Firelands;
acceptable to both the faculty and
Alan
Bierl,
director, Leaming Center,
administration and setting a fair
Firelands;
policy for the allocation of salary
Howard (Craig) Ellclcer, assistant
increments.
director, admissions, Firelands;
The agenda for the first Senate
Paul Shllllng, assistant dean, Firelands;
meeting, scheduled at 2:30 p.m.
Michelle Rolston, assistant director
Tuesdo:.y, Sept. 18, will include
(temporary), Student Recreation Center;
discussion of the summer calendar
Patricia Cleweland, director, athletic and
for 1985-86, review of
regulatory affairs, athletics;
recommendations from
Peter Johnson, assistant hockey coach
Undergraduate Council for
(part-time), athletics;
establishing University-wide general
Ronald Reazin, systems programmer.
education requirements and several
computer services (transferred from
Lloyd Buckwe/1
requests for charter amendments.
classified status).

Neal: The future is with the faculty
Although the issues facing the
Faculty Senate this year are not as
major as the development of a role
and mission statement or the revision
of the University Charter, Arthur Neal,
current Senate chair, believes the
faculty governing body will be busy
- and busy with issues that will
merit close attention.
Speaking to faculty and
administrative staff at the opening
day convocation Monday, Aug. 27, Dr.

Stare at the stars
Still wondering, as you did in
childhood, what those twinkling stars
really are? You'll have a chance to
find out this fall.
Dale W. Smith, physics and
astronomy, director of the University's
new planetarium, is teaching a noncredit course entitled "Eye on the
SkY" beginning Sept. 12. During 10
class sessions, to be held from 7-8:30
p.m. on Wednesdays, Dr. Smith will
help participants learn to identify the
constellations, discern daily
movements of the moon and see
seasonal changes in the sky.
The course also will cover other
celestial phenomena, such as solar
eclipses. In addition to viewing
programs inside the planetarium,
those enrolled will use the
University's roof-top observatory for
stargazing.
Registration for the course is being
accepted now. For more details and
registration information, contact the
Office of Continuing Education,
372-0181.

Buckwell receives first
Faculty Governance Award

Monitor
Monitor is published weekly for faculty and
staff of Bowling Green State University. The
deadline to submit material for the next
issue, Monday, Sept. 10, Is 5 p.m. Tuesday,
Sept. 4.
Editor. Linda Swaisgood
Editorial Assistant: Stephanie Lopuszynsky
··Commentaries"' and other notices should
be sent to:
Monitor
Office of Public Relations
806 Administration Bldg.
Bowling Green. OH 43403

Paul Hunt, musical arts, "A Closer Look at the
World Premiere of Leslie Bassett's Concerto
Lirico," in the July issue if the International
Trombone Association Journal.

60 years in the classroom

'l
,1

Lloyd Buckwell, accounting and
management information systems,
has received the first Faculty
Governance Award in recognition of
his contributions to the Faculty
Senate Budget Committee during the
past year. .
Dr. Buckwell has served as chair of
that committee since its inception.
He will receive a certificate and a
$1,000 cash prize.
.
Arthur Neal, chair of the Faculty
Senate, announced the creation of
the new award and the first recipient
as part of the opening day activities
on Monday, Aug. 27. Dr. Buckwell was
chosen to receive the prize by the
Faculty Senate officers.
In future years, the entire faculty
will have the opportunity to nominate
colleagues for the award, with final
selection to be made by the Senate
officers.
The award was created to
recognize outstanding service by
faculty members to the governance
system and will be given annuc:lly to
a faculty member has has made a
single major contribution during any
particular year or a number of smaller
contributions over a period of years.

Starr Update

LIBRARY HOURS UPDATED. The University

libraries have set the following hours for the 1984-85
academic year:
Monday through Thursday: 8 am. to midnight;
Friday: 8 am. to 10 p.m.;
Saturday: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.;
Sunda}·: 11 a.m. to midnight.
Hours will \"ary during holida}' and break periods. To
confirm building hours and the hours for public service
collections, call the Library "hotline'" at 372-2885.

HOLIDAY AFFECTS PAYDAY. Because of the
Labor Day holiday which was obsen·ed on Monday,
Sept. 3, classified and student paychecks issued on Friday (Sept. 7) will not be available until 11 am. that day.
There will be no early pick-ups.

THE SEASON STARTS SATURDAY. The Falcon
football season will open Saturday (Sept. 8) when the
University~f Richmond comes to Doyt L. Perry Field
for a 1 p.m. contest. Season tickets to Bowling Green's
five home games are still available at the Memorial Hall
ticket office. lndi\·idual game tickets also are on sale
now for all home and away games. For further information call the ticket office at 372-2762.

·
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University welcomes
China's open door

Zola Buford is recipient
of second Ferrari Award
A former faculty member who
currently is associate registrar and
director of records in the Office of
Registration and Records is the
recipient of the second annual
Michael R. Ferrari Award.
Zola R. Buford, who has more than
25 years of continuous service at the
University - most of them in the
registrar's office - received the
award at a meeting of administrative
staff on Monday, Aug. 27.

Employment
Opportunities
CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNmES
.
• Indicates that an Internal candidate
from the department Is bidding and being
considered for the position.
NEW VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m. Tuesday,
September 11, 1984
9-11·1

9-11·2
thru
9-11-4

9-11·5

Clerical Specialist
Pay Range 25
University Union
Custodial Work Supervisor
Pay Range 4
Plant Operations and
Maintenance
Three nine-month, part-time
positions
Food Service Manager 1
Pay Range 27
Auxiliary Support Services
Programmer Analyst 1
Pay Range 28
Computer Services

9-11-7

Stores Clerk
Pay Range3
Auxiliary Support Services
-Nine-month, full-lime

CONTINUING VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m.
Tuesday, September 4, 1984
9-4-1

·Clerk 2

The Ferrari Award was created by
the Board of Trustees in 1982 to
recognize Dr. Ferrari, who was interim
president of the University during
1981-82. Candidates for the award are
nominated by the entire University
community and the recipient is
selected by a committee of
administrative staff based upon
criteria which include innovation and
initiative, emphasis on the human
dimension, job performance and
relationship with the University
community.
Buford, who holds bachelor's and
master's degrees in education from
Illinois State University, first joined
the University as an instructor in
geography in 1949. She left the
University in 1951, returning in 1959
as a teacher placement officer. The
following year she was named
assistant to the registrar, and since
that time she has held the posts of
assistant registrar, associate
registrar, and director of records
before accepting her current dual
responsibilities in 1978. In that post
she is responsible for all graduate
and undergraduate academic records
of the University.
In nominating Buford for the award,
one fellow administrator noted, "Her
work in the area of records brings her
into constant contact with students
and faculty. She is always most
positive and helpful, and she is aware
of the fact that her decisions can
affect the academic careers of those
with whom she is dealing."
Another colleague noted, "In her
interactions with her co-workers, Zola
is always sensitive to concerns and
supportive of their professional
development. With students, she
provides explanations and
information which help them to better
understand the functioning of the
University and to deal with it. Faculty
have come to rely on her knowledge
and experience of University policies
and history."

Pay Range 3
Registration and Records
9-4-2

9-4·3

Equipment Operator 1
Pay Range 5
Ice Arena

.....

Programmer Analyst 3
Pay Range 31
Computer Services

.;..;--~-

Exhibits
National Ceramics Invitational
Exhibition, featuring the works of more
than 60 of the country's leading artists,
through Sept. 17, Fine Arts Gallery, School
of Art. Free. Gallery hours are 8:30 am. to
5 p.m. weekdays and 2-5 p.m. Saturdays
and Sundays.
The Woven Coverlet: Textiles In the Folk
Tradition, through Sept. 23, McFall Center
Gallery. Free. Gallery hours are 8:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m. weekdays and 2·5 p.m. Saturdays
and Sundays.

Wednesday, Sept. 5
Undergraduate Councll, 1:30 p.m.,
Alumni Room, University Union.

Thursday, Sept. 6
Administrative Staff Council, 1 p.m.,
Taft Room, University Union.
"Values and Aspirations of Women
Students: The Case of Britain," a
presentation by Helen Weinreich-Haste,
psychology, University of Bath, England,
7:30 p.m., Town Room, University Union.
Sponsored by the women's studies

.·

Typist 2
Pay Range 4
Mathematics and Statistics

A British psychologist who has
written extensively on the
development of moral and political
values will be the speaker at a
Women's Studies Colloquium
Thursday (Sept. 6) in the Town Room
of the University Union.
Helen Weinreich-Haste, a professor
of psychology at the University of
Bath, will speak at 7:30 p.m. on
"Values and Aspirations of Women
Students: The Case of Britain." Her
talk is sponsored by the women's
studies program, the College of Arts
and Sciences and the department of
educational foundations and inquiry.

"Secretary 1
Pay Range 26
Student Development Program

9-4·7

Datebook
program, the College of Arts and Sciences
and the department of educational
foundations and inquiry. Free.
"Addler on the Roof," 8 p.m., Kobacker
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. For
tickets, call 372-0171.

Priday, Sept. 7
Research Services Seminar, offered by
the Research Services Office, 2 p.m.,
Alumni Room, University Union. New
faculty are particularly encouraged to
attend.
"Rddler on the Roof," 8 p.m., Kobacker
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. For
tickets, call 372-0171.

Saturday, Sept. 8
"Rddler on the Roof," 8 p.m.,
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
For tickets, call 372-0171.
Football vs. Richmond, 1 p.m., Perry
Field.

Coming Events
Board of Trustees, 10 a.m. Thursday, Sept.
13, Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center.

British psychologist is colloquium speaker

Library Media Technical
Assistant 2
Pay Range 26
Music Library
Permanent part-time

Typist 2
Pay Range 4
Special Education
Nine-month, part-time, grantfunded position

Melvin Hyman, speech communication (right), is among the "stars" in
the campus/community production of "Fiddler on ihe Roof" to be staged
Thursday through Saturday in Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musical Arts
Center. See calendar listing below.

Zola Buford

Faculty/Staff Positions
The following faculty positions are available:
Rrelands: Dean. Contact Norma Stickler, secretary, Dean Search Committee (2·2915).
Deadline: Oct. 15, 1984
Geology: Geophysicist/assistant professor. Contact A.O. Hoare (2·2886). Deadline:
Nov. 30, 1984
Medical Record Admlnistrlltlon: Instructor/assistant professo'r. Contact Clyde Willis
(2-0242). Deadline: Nov. 15, 1984
·

Weinreich-Haste has concentrated
her research in two general areas the development of social, moral and
political values and the political
values and career aspirations of
British students. She is co-author of a
book and author of numerous articles
on the moral development theory of
Lawrence Kohlberg, and in her own
work attempts to show that political
values are developed in stages
parallel to those which Kohlberg has
outlined for the domain of moral

..

judgment.
Her talk at the University will focus
particularly on the political values
and career aspirations of British
women .

WBGU-TV program
broadcast abroad
Broadcast rights to a WBGU·lV
production have been sold abroad.
The "Quilting I" series, hosted and
produced by Penny McMorris, began
airing in England during the summer,
and negotiations are now underway
with the Irish National Television for
rights to broadcast the series there.
In addition to purchasing broadcast
rights, the British Broadcasting
Corporation's publications division
has purchased rights to publish the
viewer's guide which accompanies
the series.
The "Quilting" programs received
two awards in Ohio Educational
Broadcasting competition in 1981.
The viewer's guide also won a
national promotion award from the
Public Broadcasting Service in 1982.

I
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It has been only a few years since
the People's Republic of China began
"opening its doors" to the rest of the
world, and in that time the University
has rapidly been developing close
ties with that country.
At least nine faculty have visited
China, either as part of an exchange
program or as participants in other
sponsored activities. Two faculty and
a doctoral candidate left for China
last month, and in October President
Olscamp will travel there with the
expectation of strengthening existing
relationships and exploring new ones.
The president's Oct. 14-30 trip is
being made at the invitation of the
president of Xi'an Foreign Language
Institute in Xi'an, China. a city of
three million people located 700 miles
inland from the capital city of Beijing,
formerly Peking.
Dr. Olscamp will be accompanied
by his wife Ruth, speech
communication, Lester Barber,
English, and Dr. Barber's wife Susan,
health, physical education and
recreation. Their itinerary includes
stops at Beijing and Shanghai in
addition to Xi'an and meetings with
Chinese government and university
officials.
Bowling Green has particularly
close ties with Xi'an Foreign
Language Institute where an
exchange program with the
University's department of English is
beginning its second year. In that
time, four representatives of the
English department, two last year and
two this year, have gone to Xi'an and
six Chinese faculty have come to
Bowling Green.
"Their emphasis is on English
because China has a great need to
develop English language skills tor its
people," Dr. Barber said.
One of Dr. Olscamp's goals for the
trip, however, is to expand that
exchange. "Xi'an wants to expand the
existing exchange arrangement to
involve more faculty and students in
fields other than English, which
coincides with our own hopes for the
program," Dr. Olscamp said.
He sees several benefits of
exchange programs, including the
opportunities they give faculty and
students to travel and study in a
foreign country as well as the
international flavor the Chinese
scholars add to a provincial student
enrollment. This fall there will be 13
students from China, most of them
graduate students, on the BowtJng
Green campus.
"Education ought to be
international. These exchange
programs serve University interests
and, I hope, will enhance Bowling
Green's reputation," Dr. Olscamp
said.
In addition to the University's
exchange arrangement with Xi'an
Foreign Language Institute, the
University has a similar program in
genetics with Fudan University in
Shanghai.
Jong Sik Yoon, biological sciences,
spent most of August in China as
part of that exchange, presenting
seminars and lectures on advanced
modern genetics. He also interviewed
prospective graduate students and
faculty who have an interest in
coming to Bowling Green.
And, he returned to campus with a
proposal from the University of
Peking in Beijing for an exchange
program in biological sciences
between that university and Bowling
Green.
Continued on page 3

'Star-struck' astronomers probe
quasar mystery with NASA grant
Picture a star, so large it is like 10
million suns in one place.
This star has a radius a thousand
times that of the sun, and it is four
times as hot. It is creating so much
energy through its normal burning
processes that it is constantly
"blowing" material off its surface.
But it is moving so rapidly that it
looks very small and dim, even
through the most sophisticated
telescope.
Ronald Stoner and Roger Ptak,
physics and astronomy, use this kind
of "super star" description to define
the quasar - an astronomical
phenomenon that has intrigued
astronomers for many years. But their
definition is only a hypothesis, and
they are currently involved in research
to test their theory.
Quasars (short for quasi-stellar) are
astronomical bodies that look very
much like a star, but scientific
analysis has revealed that they are
actually unlike any other star.
While Ors. Stoner and Ptak are not
studying quasars directly, they are
studying a particular galaxy - the
Seyfert I galaxy - which has a
quasar-like nucleus, or center, and
they have received a grant from the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) for their
research.
Although there are numerous
galaxies in the universe, there are
only a small number of Seyfert I
galaxies, according to Dr. Stoner. Six
of those were first identified around
the time of World War II by the
scientist for whom they were named,
and only about six more are bright
enough to be readily observed.
What is unique about the Seyfert
galaxies is that their nucleus appears
to be moving rapidly outward in the
universe while at the same time other
parts of the galaxy appear to be
moving inward. "What we want to
know is just what is happening in
that galaxy," Dr. Stoner said.
Ors. Stoner and Ptak are finding
out what is happening with the help
of a satellite which has been orbiting
and transmitting data the past four
years. The satellite, a joint effort of
NASA and the European Space
Agency, is providing data for a
project labeled International
Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE). It is
equipped with a telescope capable of
looking directly at the ultraviolet
spectrum, or the light of stars without
the interference of the atmosphere.
Since 1980 Ors. Stoner and Ptak
have made regular visits to the
Goddard Space Center to use the
facilities set up for the IUE project.
With their grant from NASA they are
helping to analyze the data
transmitted from the satellite and
requesting that particular data be
obtained in an attempt to understand
how the Seyfert galaxy spectra
change over time.
Although Stoner says some
astronomers are studying quasars
and the quasar-like nuclei of the
Seyfert galaxies for "practical"
reasons - to better understand the
kinds of energy produced and find a
way to produce similar kinds of
energy on earth - he and Ptak are
involved in the research through
sheer scientific curiosity.
"Quasars are the big mystery in
astronomy today," he said. "We
believe the so-called practical
ap~lications of quasar research are

-
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.....
Roger Ptak (left) and Ronald Stoner, physics and astronomy, have received a
grant from_ NASA t~ study quasar-like "super stars" at the center of a rare type
of galaxy in the universe. Although they are not actually utilizing the rooftop
observ~t?'.Y of ~he new Physical Sciences Laboratory Building, they consider
the fac1l1t1es, pictured above, a real plus for the University's astronomy
program.
just a little far-fetched, but quasars
do present a basic scientific question
which we want to help answer." He
noted that NASA supports that kind
of basic research and that Congress
likewise believes that basic scientific
research is good for the United
States, particularly in the area of
astronomy because it is so popular.
With their current grant from NASA,
Ors. Stoner and Ptak will make two
trips to the Goddard Space Center
and will spend additional time
analyzing data from the satellite on
campus. Although numerous
scientists in Europe are examining
the same kinds of data made
available through IUE, Ors. Stoner and
Ptak are among only a handful of
researchers in the United States
currently investigating the Seyfert
galaxies.
Their interest in quasars and the
quasar-like galaxies goes back more
than 12 years, Dr. Stoner said, noting

. that the two were originally drawn
together because of their compatible
research skills.
Do they think that the information
from the IUE project will support their
hypothesis that the quasar really is
just a "super star" moving quickly
through space?
Maybe. But Dr. Stoner is quick to
point out that acceptance of their
theory may be stow in coming.
"A lot of people still think that
quasars are black holes and not
stars," he said. "You have to
understand the processes of science.
There is a long period of time when
people don't know anything about a
particular phenemenon. Then you
have a lot of different theories, and
finally there is a logical theory that
everyone generally agrees upon. But
you still have people working to
disprove that theory. That's what
makes science so challenging ...

Libraries offer research seminars
The University libraries will offer six
advanced library research seminars
for students and faculty during the
third and fourth weeks of the
semester.
Three of the seminars are designed
for anyone wishing to know more
about particular library resources,
and three are planned for majors in
business administration, education
and geology. Dates and topics follow:
"Using the O.C.LC. {Online
Computer Library Center) Tennlnal,"
6-7 p.m. Monday, Sept. 17, and
Thursday, Sept. 27, 126 Jerome
Library;
"Library Research In Geology,"
6:30-7:30 p.m. Monday, Sept. 17,
Science Library;
"Library Research In Education,"
4-5:15 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 18, and
Monday, Sept. 24, 126 Jerome Library;
"Computer Search Services for

Business and the Social Sciences,"
7-8 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 20, 122
Jerome Library;
"Computer Search Services for
Sciences and Health," F..-7 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 26, 112 Life
Sciences Bldg.;
"Citation Indexes in Humanities,
Social Sciences and Physical
Sciences," 6-7 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 25,
126 Jerome Library;
"Marketing: Seminar in Advanced
Library Research," 6-7 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 26, 122 Jerome
Library.
Descriptive flyers and registration
forms are available in the libraries,
departmental offices, the Graduate
College office and the office of the
Graduate Student Senate. For further
information contact Library
Information Services, 372-2362.

